Multi-channel fiber photometry for population neuronal activity recording
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Abstract: Fiber photometry has become increasingly popular among neuroscientists as a convenient tool for the recording of genetically defined neuronal population in behaving animals. Here, we report the development of the multi-channel fiber photometry system to simultaneously monitor neural activities in several brain areas of an animal or in different animals. In this system, a galvano-mirror modulates and cyclically couples the excitation light to individual multimode optical fiber bundles. A single photodetector collects excited light and the configuration of fiber bundle assembly and the scanner determines the total channel number. We demonstrated that the system exhibited negligible crosstalk between channels and optical signals could be sampled simultaneously with a sample rate of at least 100 Hz for each channel, which is sufficient for recording calcium signals. Using this system, we successfully recorded GCaMP6 fluorescent signals from the bilateral barrel cortices of a head-restrained mouse in a dual-channel mode, and the orbitofrontal cortices of multiple freely moving mice in a triple-channel mode. The multi-channel fiber photometry system would be a valuable tool for simultaneous recordings of population activities in different brain areas of a given animal and different interacting individuals.
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Correlating neuronal responses with animal behavior plays a central role in the functional dissection of neural circuits in systems and behavioral neuroscience [1]. Traditional electrophysiology has the highest level of temporal accuracy, but falls short in the total recorded cell number and cell-type specificity [2]. By taking advantage of optogenetics, electrophysiology with “optical tagging” provides cell-type information for recorded cells [3–5]. However, this approach is technically challenging and often limited by low tagging efficiency. Two-photon microscopy could image a large volume of neurons in the cell-type specific manner, but is restricted to only superficial layers of cortical areas [6, 7] in anesthetized or head-restrained mice. Micro-optics using gradient refractive index (GRIN) lenses achieved fluorescence imaging from deep cells, although such imaging setups tend to be expensive and difficult [8, 9]. In addition, the large size of GRIN lens (>500 μm) indicates substantial invasiveness to brain tissues.

As an alternative, fiber photometry provides the most sensitive and easiest way to record cell-type specific population neuronal activities of the deep brain structures in behaving animals [10–20]. It employs one multimode optical fiber implanted in the brain. The excitation light is coupled into the multimode optical fiber, and the fluorescent signals of neuronal activity indicators return through the same optical fiber and are detected by a detector. Neurons of a given neurochemical phenotype in a defined brain structure often act collectively and synchronously to external or internal stimuli [4, 18, 21], thus manifesting large change in calcium signals as a functional ensemble. The genetically encoded calcium indicators (GECIs), such as GCaMP proteins [22], enable the photometry method to record the activity of genetically defined neuronal subclasses. Using fiber photometry, several groups have made exciting observations of neuronal activation patterns in the sensory and motor cortices [10–12, 14–16], basal ganglia [13], dopamine reward system [18], feeding circuits [20], basal forebrain [19], and have proposed new theories in each of these research fields.

In many cases, the multi-channel fiber photometry is valuable and even necessary for functional studies of neural circuits. Since neurons in different brain areas respond in coordination during specific task execution [23–26], activities in more than one brain areas need to be simultaneously recorded for investigating how signals in connected brain regions are integrated to produce behaviors. In addition, it is valuable and efficient to record from different animals that interact, such as during sociosexual behaviors, to study the neural correlates of social interaction. Efforts have already been made to develop dual-channel photometry devices. Adelsberger et al. recorded neural activities in two motor cortical regions simultaneously by using a two-sensor photometry device and showed that distinct subdomains of the motor cortex control specific movements [16]. Their paralleled dual-channel system adapted from the single-channel system by adding a new photon detector. However, this straightforward strategy would become inflexible and non-economical when more channels are needed, because a further increase in the channel number will change the basic structure of the system, requiring additional detectors and other optical elements and hence, more space. Paukert et al [27] recorded calcium transients of astrocytes in multiple brain areas by using a CCD camera through a fiber bundle, and demonstrated concurrent activation of astrocyte networks within the mouse brain. The channel number can be easily expanded in this system, but the use of CCD cameras limits the sensitivity and speed.

Here, we developed a new strategy for reliable and easily expandable multi-channel optical recording. We used a galvano-mirror to couple the excitation light cyclically to individual optical fibers of a custom-designed multimode fiber bundle. Multiple-site calcium signals can be acquired simultaneously through one detector at high sampling rates. The total channel number can be manipulated by fiber bundle assembly and scanner reconfiguration. Crosstalk between channels during data acquisition was extremely small, so that each fiber
channel sampled calcium signals simultaneously and independently. Testing in head-restrained and freely moving mice demonstrated that the system is highly sensitive, reliable, flexible, and simple to use.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Optical setup

The basic structure of the multi-channel fiber photometry system was similar to the single-channel fiber recording system that has been reported by several groups [15, 17, 18]. As shown in Fig. 1(A), 488 nm excitation light from a semiconductor laser (Coherent, Inc. OBIS 488 LS, tunable power up to 60 mW) was reflected by a dichroic mirror with a 452–490 nm reflection band and a 505–800 nm transmission band (Thorlabs, Inc. MD498), and then coupled to a multimode fiber (Thorlabs, Inc., 200 μm in diameter and 0.39 in numerical aperture) by an objective (JiangNan, Inc. 20 ×, NA 0.4). The emission fluorescence was collected with the same optical fiber and then detected by a high sensitive photomultiplier tube (PMT) (Hamamatsu, Inc. H10720-210) after filtering by a GFP bandpass emission filter (Thorlabs, Inc. MF525-39). To increase the channel number, we replaced the single optical fiber with a custom-designed multimode optical fiber bundle (Fig. 1(B)). In addition, a galvano mirror (Thorlabs, Inc. GVS001) was placed between the laser and the dichroic mirror. Through the scanning of the galvano mirror, the excitation light was coupled to each fiber in the optical fiber bundle. The sample rate for each channel was set to 100 Hz since the kinetics of calcium signal is relatively slow [10, 22]. This procedure thus resembled time division multiplexing (TDM) in communication. Furthermore, the channel number could be easily changed by assembling the fiber bundles and reconfiguring the scanner control voltage, without the necessity to change the system structure as in the conventional multi-channel system [16].

![Fig. 1. Multi-channel fiber photometry system. (A) Schematic diagram of the extensible multi-channel fiber photometry system. A 488 nm laser is successively coupled to each multimode optical fiber by using the galvano mirror. The excited fluorescent light is then collected by the same optical fiber and detected by the PMT. (B) Schematic diagram of the custom designed multimode fiber bundles for the dual-channel mode (upper) and the triple-channel mode (lower). Both types of fiber bundles are custom designed. Each comprises of the corresponding number of multimode optical fibers aligned in the form of a single line and fixed into the ceramic ferrules.](image1)

2.2 Data acquisition and preprocessing

This multi-channel system contained only one photon detector, which streamed analog data into a DAQ card (National Instruments Inc. USB-6001). Therefore, the signals collected from
different channels were multiplexed and hence, needed to be separated before further data display and analysis. We implemented an online data-demultiplexing algorithm to reorganize the raw data into different channels (Fig. 2). Briefly, the sampled raw data was grouped into different channels based on the coupling frequency, which was determined by the control voltage of the galvano mirror. The grouped data was then averaged to reduce high frequency noise and was separated into different channels. The separated signals were filtered by a low-pass filter (cut-off frequency = 30 Hz) before displaying and saving in the computer.

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of data acquisition and channel separation for the 2-channel system. The coupling blocks are used to represent the time when the laser is coupled to one of the fibers. Red color is for channel 1 while blue is for channel 2. During recording, the sample clock rate of the DAQ card is several times larger than the sample frequency (f = 100 Hz). The sampled data was grouped according to the coupling block and then averaged to an actual sample value for each channel.

2.3 Animals

The BAC-transgenic mouse strain CaMKIIα-Cre were acquired from the Jackson Laboratory [B6.Cg-Tg(Camk2a-cre)T29-1Stl/J]. They were backcrossed and maintained in a C57BL/6J background and housed in groups on a reverse 12 hr light/dark cycle with food and water ad libitum. Adult mice of either sex (8-16 weeks old) were water-deprived 36 hours before behavioral tests and optical recording. All procedures were conducted with the approval of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of the National Institute of Biological Sciences (NIBS), Beijing, China.

2.4 Viral vector preparation

We used the Cre-dependent adeno-associated virus (AAV) with double-floxed inverted open reading frames (DIO) of the GCaMP6m coding sequence in the inverted direction (AAV-EF1a-DIO-GCaMP6m). The GCaMP6m sequence was cloned from the pGP-CMV-GCaMP6m plasmid (a gift from Douglas Kim, Addgene plasmid #40754) [19]. The pAAV-EF1a-EGFP-IRES-WGA-Cre vector was engineered from pAAV-EF1a-mCherry-IRES-WGA-Cre (a gift from Karl Deisseroth) by replacing the mCherry with the EGFP. Both vectors were packaged into AAV vectors of serotype 2/9, which consist of AAV2 ITR genomes pseudotyped with AAV9 serotype capsid proteins. The final titers of these two viral vectors were between 1 and 10 × 10⁹ particles/µL.

2.5 Animal surgery and virus injection

Before viral injection, the mouse was anesthetized with pentobarbital (i.p., 80 mg/kg) and head restrained in a stereotaxic instrument. After disinfection with 0.3% hydrogen peroxide, a small skull area above the targeted cortical area was exposed. For viral injection of barrel cortices, two small 1-mm diameter holes in the skull were drilled (AP: −1.4 mm, ML: ± 3 mm, DV: 0.4 mm) and 300 nL AAV-DIO-GCaMP6m virus was pressure injected into...
bilateral barrel cortices or one side of orbitofrontal cortex through a pulled glass pipette (Sutter Instrument) at a speed of 40 nL/min using a Nanoliter 2000 (WPI). The glass pipette was withdrawn 10 min later. Optical fibers that were held within a ceramic ferrule were implanted at the same site. For the recording of the orbitofrontal cortex, 300 nL mixture of AAV-DIO-GCaMP6m and AAV-Cre virus (3:1) were injected into the C57BL/6J mice (AP: 2.5 mm, ML: 1.5 mm, DV: 1.5 mm). The mice were then placed in their home cage for recovery and viral transgene expression.

2.6 Histology and imaging

After fiber optics recording, mice were sacrificed with overdose injection of pentobarbital (i.p., 300 mg/kg) and then intracardially perfused with 0.9% saline solution followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS. Mouse brains were kept in 4% PFA solution overnight for post fixation and then cryoprotected in 30% sucrose solution for 2 days. Coronal sections (50 μm thick) around the fiber implanting sites were prepared with a freezing cryostat (Leica CM1900). Brain sections were mounted on chrome-gelatin subbed glass slides and cover slipped with 50% glycerol mounting medium. Fluorescent images were acquired with an auto imaging system (EVOSTM FL Auto Imaging System) using 4 × and 10 × objectives for the orbitofrontal cortex and barrel cortex, respectively. Global brightness and contrast of these images were adjusted to reduce background and green pseudocolor was added to represent the GFP fluorescence.

3. Results

3.1 Scanner control and system characterization in the dual-channel mode

In the dual-channel mode, the ceramic ferrule contained two multimode optical fibers, each of which directed guided light for the two separate channels (Fig. 3(A)). For illustration purpose in Fig. 3, we use the color red or blue to distinguish the two channels (red for channel 1 and blue for channel 2). The voltage-controlled galvano mirror deflected light at angles based on input voltages. Three voltage levels (U, 0, -U) were used to configure the two channels (Fig. 3(A)). The excitation light was cyclically coupled to the channel 1 fiber at the voltage level of U and to channel 2 fiber at the voltage level of -U. For scanner protection, level 0 was set as an intermediate state with a constant duration of 0.83 ms in each cycle, so that the angle of scanner won’t change straightly between channel 1 and channel 2.
Fig. 3. The scanner control method and system performance evaluation in the dual-channel mode. (A) Scanner control waveform for dual-channel mode. Red and blue colors are used to represent channel 1 and channel 2, respectively. The scanner input voltage was set to U for channel 1 detection and –U for channel 2 detection. It was set to 0 for scanner protection. The time of one cycle equals the multiplicative inverse of the sampling frequency. (B) The output intensity at the distal end of two individual optical fibers when the scanner input voltage was set to U, 0, and –U. (C) The extinction ratio of each channel. (D) The coupling efficiency of each channel with varying sampling rates. (E) Autofluorescence signals acquired in the dual-channel mode with a white paper as sample.

In a multi-channel system, crosstalk between different channels should be avoided. We measured the output intensity of the two channels during the light-coupled (“on”) state and uncoupled (“off”) states to evaluate the potential crosstalk between channels. For both channels, the output intensities of light-coupled state were several orders of magnitude greater than that of the uncoupled state (Fig. 3(B)). Furthermore, we calculated the extinction ratio of each channel by the equation:

$$\text{Ext} = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{I_{\text{on}}}{I_{\text{off}}} \right).$$

where $I_{\text{on}}$ and $I_{\text{off}}$ are the output intensities of the fiber in the “on” and “off” state, respectively; the unit of the extinction ratio is dB. For channel 1, the output intensity in “on” state is $I_u$, while the output intensity in “off” state are $I_0$ and $I_{-u}$. The extinction ratios of both channels were above 25 dB (Fig. 3(C)), indicating the crosstalk in our system was negligible.

Figure 3(D) shows the coupling efficiency of both channels at various sampling rates. In the scanning mode, the light was coupled to the measured fiber only during its “on” state, so that the averaged output intensity was discounted compared with a continuous coupling mode, and the measured coupling efficiency was blow 50%. Because the duration of the “0” state
remained constant in each cycle, the coupling efficiency decreased slightly (~3%) when the sampling rate increased from 30 Hz to 100 Hz. However, the discretely sampled fluorescent signal from each channel was not influenced by this scanning mode.

We further tested the dual-channel mode by acquiring autofluorescence signals from a white paper (Fig. 3(E)). By successively moving the white paper back and forth, we observed the intensity fluctuation and calculated the Z-score of the signals using the following equation:

\[ Z = \frac{F - F_0}{\sigma_F}, \]

where \( F \) is the test signal, \( F_0 \) and \( \sigma_F \) are the mean and standard deviation of the basal signal, respectively. The intensity fluctuation appears only in the tested channel, demonstrating that signals from one channel did not cross into the other channel.

3.2 Scanner control and system characterization in the triple-channel mode

In the triple-channel mode, the fiber bundle consisted of three multimode optical fibers that were aligned into a horizontal line (Fig. 4(A)). Three voltage levels (\( U, 0, -U \)) were used for coupling the excitation light into each optical fiber: \( U \) for channel 1, 0 for channel 2 and \(-U\) for channel 3 (Fig. 4(A)).

![Fig. 4. Scanner control and system performance of triple-channel mode. (A) Scanner control waveform for the triple-channel mode. Red, green, and blue colors represent channel 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The scanner input voltage was set to \( U \) for channel 1 detection, 0 for channel 2, and \(-U\) for channel 3. The time of one cycle equals the multiplicative inverse of the sampling frequency. (B) The output intensity at the distal end of each optical fiber in three states of the scanner. (C) The extinction ratio of each channel. (D) Autofluorescence signals acquired in the triple-channel mode with a white paper as sample.](image-url)
We similarly evaluated the potential crosstalk between channels. Figure 4(B) shows the output intensity at the distal end of each optical fiber in three states of the galvano-mirror, while Fig. 4(C) shows the extinction ratio. The difference in the output intensities of “on” and “off” states was ~4 orders of magnitude for each channel. The extinction ratio was above 30 dB in all cases. We further tested the isolation performance of the triple-channel mode with a white paper (Fig. 4(D)). We observed fast fluctuations with a high signal-to-noise ratio only in the tested channel. Thus, the influence of channel crosstalk is also negligible in the triple-channel fiber photometry system.

3.3 Simultaneous recording of calcium signals from the bilateral barrel cortices of a head-restrained mouse

We tested the performance of the dual-channel fiber photometry system by recording calcium signals from the bilateral barrel cortices of behaving mice. The neural activity of rodent barrel cortex is correlated with the whisker movement in the opposite side of the body [28, 29]. By using the dual-channel mode of our system, population activities of bilateral barrel cortices were recorded simultaneously. CaMKIIα-Cre mice were injected with AAV-DIO-GCaMP6m viral vectors into the barrel cortex of both hemispheres (Fig. 5(A)). Two optical fibers were implanted at the sites of virus injection. After two weeks, GCaMP6 protein was expressed in the primary somatosensory cortex barrel field (abbreviated as S1BF) (Fig. 5(B)).
Fig. 5. Simultaneous recording of calcium signal from the bilateral barrel cortices in a head-restrained behaving mouse. (A) Schematic diagram of the whisker stimulation experiment. Channels 1 and 2 detected the left and right barrel cortex, respectively. We stimulated whiskers using a trigger-controlled air stream. The trigger signal and the calcium signal were synchronously recorded. (B) GCaMP6 expression (green) in the barrel cortex. The coronal slice is 1.4 mm posterior to bregma. Abbreviations: S1BF, primary somatosensory cortex, barrel field. (C) Calcium signals acquired simultaneously in the bilateral barrel cortices during the whisker stimulation experiment. The red and blue vertical bars mark the time given for the right and left whisker stimulation, respectively. (D) Averaged calcium transient in response to the contralateral whisker stimulation. Red and blue indicate signals from channel 1 and 2. Solid lines represent average calcium transients, whereas the shaded areas indicate SEM.

We recorded calcium transients from a head-restrained behaving mouse on an air-floating spherical treadmill [30]. After the mouse became habituated by walking on the treadmill for 30 minutes, two optical fibers from the dual-channel fiber bundle were individually connected to the brain-implanted optical fibers through ceramic ferrules. We stimulated the whiskers of either side by applying airstream. Stimulating the whiskers of one side evoked strong calcium transients in the contralateral but not ipsilateral barrel cortex (Fig. 5(C)). The responses to
repeated stimulations gradually decreased, suggesting response adaptation of the barrel cortex to whisker stimulation. After the experiments, we aligned and analyzed the calcium signals across 11 or 8 trials for the two stimulation blocks (Fig. 5(D)) and confirmed that whisker stimulation of one side produced strong and significant neural responses in the barrel cortex of the opposite hemisphere. Thus, two brain areas within the same animal could be simultaneously recorded using the dual-channel fiber photometry system.

3.4 Simultaneous recording from the orbitofrontal cortices of freely moving mice

We tested the performance of the triple-channel fiber photometry system by simultaneously recording calcium signals from the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) of three individual behaving mice. The orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) is an important brain region for sensory integration, reward processing, emotion regulation, and decision-making [31–34]. We examined whether the system could detect reward-associated neuronal activation by allowing thirsty mice to lick for sucrose solution (Fig. 6(A)). GCaMP6m was expressed in the OFC of C57BJ/6 mice by injecting a mixture of AAV-Cre and AAV-DIO-GCaMP6m viral vectors. One optical fiber was implanted after each mouse was injected by the virus. We observed GCaMP6 expression exclusively in the OFCs after two weeks (Fig. 6(B)).

After water-deprivation for 36 hours, three mice that were implanted with a recording fiber were individually placed in separate cages. A small bottle of sucrose solution was placed in each cage and retrieved 5 seconds after sucrose lick. The GCaMP signals of OFC neurons increased and continued to ramp up when a mouse approached the sucrose solution. In addition, the activities started to drop following sucrose consumption (Fig. 6(C)). We also found spontaneous calcium fluctuations between sessions, possibly indicating reward seeking behaviors. However, we did not observe any concurrent responses in neural activities between the three animals, which could not be attributed to chance. Again, the aligned and averaged neuronal responses clearly demonstrate that there was no crosstalk between the calcium signals recorded from the three animals (Fig. 6(D)).
Fig. 6. Simultaneous recording of calcium signal from the orbitofrontal cortices (OFC) of three freely moving mice. (A) Schematic diagram of the water approach experiment. Each channel was used to record from the OFC of one thirsty mouse. Only one mouse was allowed to approach sucrose solution at any given moment. (B) Fluorescent photomicrograph of a coronal slice showing GCaMP6m expression in the OFC. The coronal slice is 2.45 mm anterior to bregma. The dashed line shows where the fiber has been implanted. Abbreviations: LO, lateral orbital cortex. (C) Calcium signals acquired simultaneously in the three freely moving mice during the water approach experiment. The red, green, and blue vertical bars mark the time at which the corresponding mouse approached the water. (D) Averaged calcium transient from the three individual mice. Red, green, and blue solid lines represent signals from channels 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Signals were aligned by water approach by mouse 1, 2, and 3 for the left, middle, and right panels, respectively.

4. Conclusion and discussion

We developed an easily expandable multi-channel fiber photometry system for recording calcium signals from freely moving mice. We improved the design of the conventional single-
channel optical fiber photometry by adding a galvano mirror and replacing the single multimode fiber with a custom-designed multimode optical fiber bundle. The galvano mirror modulates the excitation light and then couples it into each optical fiber with a cycling frequency equal to the sampling rate. Calcium signals from multiple brain regions can be simultaneously acquired at a high sample rate (100 Hz per channel). Channel number of this system can be increased by adjusting the fiber bundle topology and the scanner control program, without modification of the basic structure of the system. Our system exhibits a high performance, especially of the minimal crosstalk between channels. In vivo recordings in the barrel cortex and the OFC demonstrate that this system is both sensitive and stable for recording from freely-moving animals.

Our design has the advantages of simplicity and further expandability. The previous design of dual-channel photometry requires separate photo detector for each channel and additional light splitting and light coupling devices [16]. The system using the CCD camera [27] falls short in sensitivity and speed. In contrast, we can change our system to any reasonable number of channels using custom-designed fiber bundles with different number of optical fibers, without changing the basic composition of the system. The maximal channel number that can be obtained in this system is only restricted by the sweeping range of the scanner. Moreover, by adding another scanner, optical fibers can be arranged in a two dimensional topology, such that the maximal channel number can be quadratically increased. Because of the high quantum efficiency of PMT, the sensitivity of this system should remain high even when the channel numbers is further increased. In addition, laser scanning may be applied for simultaneous calcium imaging [35] and optogenetic stimulation [36] of multiple brain regions using fiber bundles.

The development of calcium fluorescent probes, especially the genetically encoded calcium indicators (GECIs) has promoted the optical imaging and recording methods of measuring calcium levels as the proxies of cell-type specific neuronal activities [13, 18–20]. Compared to electrophysiology and other sophisticated imaging methods [6, 37–39], the fiber photometry is easy, convenient, and stable for in vivo monitoring of population neuronal activities, especially in the deep brain regions such as the striatum, amygdala and hypothalamus. Our system is not only suitable for recording neural activities of different brain regions of the same animal, but is also suitable for recordings in different animals. Therefore, the multi-channel fiber photometry could be applied to study the neural circuit mechanisms underlying various animal behaviors.
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